2016 CossOver Knee – Evaluation Program

Evaluation Program:
Thank you for your interest in the CrossOver knee.
We understand the uniqueness of this knee and the desire to evaluate the knee before committing
to a purchase. To accommodate this we have developed an evaluation program to better help
you, help your patient.
The CrossOver knee is designed for average ambulation, low activity and high activity sports
and rehabilitation activities that expose the knee to damage or wear due to the environments it
will be used, in please keep this in mind as your patient evaluates the knee.
Please note, that we release very few knees out on the evaluation program at one time and there
may be a wait time before we approve the release of a knee for your evaluation request.
How the evaluation program works:
Your company will provide us with a faxed or emailed company purchase order for item number
PN: 1001-2 CrossOver Knee –DEMO (you may be asked to set up an account). We also
require your UPS or FedEx shipping account number as we will be shipping the knee on your
account. Please provide a patient name.
Your company agrees to pay any freight associated with the knee evaluation both inbound and
outbound and takes responsibility for any repairs or replacement costs should the knee be
damaged or not returned while in your possession.
On average your company and patient will have 10 days to use and evaluate the function of the
knee. Please read the information supplied with the demo knee and have the knee returned to us
by the posted return date. Please email or fax us the freight information and tracking number
when you return the demo knee.
USA Distributors:
If you would like to use your current distributor, please contact them for information.
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